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Abstract: The “V(p,n)s’Cr reaction has been studied at E, = 160 MeV using the Indiana University 

beam-swinger facility. Data have been obtained at several angles up to 0, = 200. The 00 spectrum 
is used lo obtain a AL = 0 response function from which Gamow-Teller strength is derived. A 
shell-model calculation of the GT strength distribution is presented and compared with the 
experimental results. The Ml strength is also calculated and compared with available results from 
(e,e’) and (p, p’) experiments. A comparison is made with other N = 28 nuclei. ElTects of a 

truncated shell-model space are presented. 

1. Introduction 

In a recent paper Render et al. ‘) report on a search for Ml strength in 51V via 

inelastic electron scattering. No strong Ml excitation was detected, in contrast to a 

“‘V(p, p’)“V experiment by Djalali et al. *) in which a concentration of Ml 
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strength was observed in the 10 MeV excitation energy region. This clear 
discrepancy has prompted us to report on the Gamow-Teller (GT) strength 
obtained via the ” V(p, n)5’Cr reaction. 

Recently, Crawley et al. 3, reported results of 201 MeV (p, p’) studies of Ml 
transitions in medium mass nuclei, and made comparisons of the strength obtained 
in (p, p’), (p, n) and electromagnetic measurements. In particular among nuclei in 
the lf; subshell, the excitation in 48Ca of the .I” = 1 +,T = 4, state at E, = 10.2 
MeV is a very interesting case. If this l+ state is assumed to be almost entirely due 
to neutron excitations then (p. p’), (p, n) and (e, e’) reactions should be similarly 
affected by any quenching of the transition strength. The reported measurements ‘) 
indicate such agreement. However, some of the other Ca isotopes, 40.42*44Ca, as 
well as even-even-nuclei with N = 28 exhibit discrepancies, and in none is the 
discrepancy so marked as in the A = 51 case. 

We have reported on the “V(p,n)” Cr(g.s.) transition4) in a study of the 
empirical normalization of measured AL = 0 0” (p, n) cross sections to b-decay. 
The results obtained lead to the conclusion that (p, n) reactions at intermediate 
energies do indeed measure the GT strength and that the same empirical 
normalization is obtained for a wide range of nuclei (6Li-‘44Sm). This 
normalization is used in this study (sect. 3) to obtain the total GT strength from 
the measured AL = 0 0’ (p, n) cross section. 

In subsect. 4.1 the experimental GT strength distribution is compared with that 
obtained in a shell-model calculation done in a truncated model space. 

Using free nucleon g-factors, B(M1) values are calculated in the same model 
space and compared to available data ‘). The effects of a truncated shell-model 
space are discussed in subsect. 4.2 by making an analogy between N = 14 (sd-shell 
nuclei) and N = 28 isotones nuclei. A full basis calculation can be done for the sd- 
shell nuclei as well as for 4*Ca but not for other N = 28 isotones. Data are 
presented for the 4*Ca(p,n)48Sc reaction and the total GT strength is compared 
with the sum-rule limit, 3(N - 2) = 24. 

2. Experiment 

The Indiana University Cyclotron was used to obtain proton beams of 159.4 
MeV. The data were obtained with the beamiswinger facility ‘). A more detailed 
explanation of the experimental set-up has been described in ref.6). Two detector 
stations were used, one along the 0” line and a second station along the 24” line 
with respect to an undeflected proton beam. Data at 0” 5 eL 5 20° are presented 
with detectors located in the first station at a distance of approximately 100 m. 
Three time-compensated large-volume neutron detectors’) were used with which 
subnanosecond time resolution was obtained. A natural self-supported V target 
with a thickness of 50 + 3 mg/cm* was used. An energy resolution of approximately 
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600 keV was achieved. The absolute values and energy dependence of the efficiency 
of the neutron detectors were obtained by taking data on a set of ‘Li and “C 
targets under identical experimental conditions. See ref. *) for more details. 

3. Analysis and results 

3.1. DATA REDUCTION 

The spectrum observed at 0” is shown in fig. 1. The time of flight has been 
converted into an energy scale and the respective yields are presented in pb/sr 
MeV. An energy dependent correction has been applied to the observed yield. This 
correction has contributions due to the relative energy dependence of the neutron- 
detector efficiency and a contribution due to the energy dependence of the attenuation 
of neutrons in the path between the neutron production and scintillator. This 
correction is about 30 o/o for neutrons with a Q(p, n) = - 30 MeV. The energy scale 
was obtained by using individual states excited in the 12s13C(p, n)12*“N and 
‘Li(p, n)‘Be reactions as references. An uncertainty of about 200 keV is estimated 
for the absolute energy scale. 

5’V (p,n) 5’Cr 

Ep =I60 MeV 

8 = 0 Degrees 
.4 IAS 

) 128 136 144 152 160 

NEUTRON ENERGY ( MeV) 

Fig. I. Time of flight spectrum for the ‘lV(p, n)“Cr reaction at 0, = 00 and E, = 160 MeV. The 

doubledifferential cross section in pb/sr . MeV is presented versus neutron energy. 
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3.2. ESTIMATION OF THE NON A L= 0 CONTRIBUTION IN THE 0” SPECTRUM 

In ref. 9, we discuss several methods to estimate the AL = 0 contributions in the 
O” (p,n) spectrum. We present here two of these alternatives. The spectrum taken 
at 0, = 2.5” is scaled so that known AL = 0 transitions have yield equal to those 
in the 00 spectrum. The 0” spectrum is then subtracted from the normalized 2.5” 
spectrum to obtain the non AL = 0 “background shape”. This is then scaled by the 
cross-section ratio between the 2.5” and 0” spectrum in the region of the AL = 1 
resonance and substracted from the 0” spectrum. The result is presented in fig. 2. 
As indicated in ref.9), this result may be considered adequate only up to 20-25 
MeV excitation energies because of the presence of higher multipoles not 
accounted for in the above procedure. Another problem is that in the region of the 
maximum of the AL = 1 giant resonance (E, - 2&25 MeV) the statistics of the 
difference spectra are just not good enough to estimate weak AL = 0 transitions. 

A different method is to do a multipole decomposition by rebinning the data 
into 1 or 2 MeV wide regions and to obtain the corresponding angular 
distributions. The differential cross section is then fitted with a summation of 

” V(p,n) “Cr 

Ep = 160 MeV 

AL= 0 Strength 

Excitation Energy (MeV) 

Fig. 2. AL = 0 strength obtained at 0,_ = 0” for the 
excitation energy in 

5’V(p,n)5’Cr reaction at E, = 160 MeV versus 
“Cr The strength has been obtained by using both the 0, = 00 and 0, = 2.5O 

spectra (see text). 
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distorted-wave (DW) microscopic calculations with different angular momentum 
transfer. Such an analysis is presented in ligs. 3,4. It was done up to 41 MeV 
excitation energy and was used to estimate the strength of the several multipoles 
(at their peak cross section) and also to estimate the non A L= 0 contributions to 
the measured 0” cross section. 

The curves in ligs. 3,4 represent DW impulse approximations (DWIA) 
calculations using the code DWBA-70 [ref. I’)]. Values of parameters for the 
optical-model potentials were obtained from ref. ‘I). Values for the interaction 
strengths as parameter&d by Love and Franey I’) at E, = 140 MeV were used. 
Single particle-hole configurations were assumed: transitions with AL = 0 and 
AL = 2 (AJ” = 1’) were calculated assuming a If proton-particle, lfi l neutron- 
hole, while negative-parity transitions were calculated assuming a lgt proton- 
particle, lfi’ neutron-hole conliguration. Calculations were done in increments of 
5 MeV to obtain the variation in shape of the angular distribution with Q-value. 
Typical shapes may observed in ligs. 3, 4. In each case the experimental angular 
distribution was decomposed incoherently with as few multipoles as possible. The 

solid lines represent the sum contribution. The choices of angular momentum 
transfer were guided by the results of ref. 13). This should not be taken as an 
indication that the present multipole decompositions are unique. It is just the 
author’s choice based on the calculated shapes. In particular for AL = 1 and 
AS = 1, possible multipoles are J” = O-, l- and 2-. Calculated DWBA-70 
angular distributions differ to each AJ”, and the slopes near 0” are not the same. 
As an example we present in fig. 4 (E, = 19-21 MeV) the angular distribution 
shape for a AJ” = 2- transition. If it is used instead of the AJ” = I- transition, the 
estimated 0” contributions for AL = 0 transition will be higher. This introduces an 
uncertainty in the estimated total AL = 0 cross section of approximately 15 %. 
However, it is believed that without a microscopic calculation for the 
“background” 13) this approach gives a good estimation for the total AL = 0 

strength. 
The. shapes for AJ” = l+ transfer differ slightly if one assumes a lf+ proton- 

particle-lfi ’ neutron-hole or a If+ proton-particle-lfi ’ neutron-hole. The 
difference occurs mainly near Y-1Y. Based on shell-model calculations results 
(see sect. 4) GT transitions below 10 MeV excitation energy were assumed mainly 
to be If*-16’ particle-hole excitations. Above 10 MeV the conliguration assumed 
was lf+-lfi 1 particle-hole. Harmonic oscillator wave functions (a = 0.498) were 
assumed for the single-particle wave functions. 

At each energy interval (figs. 3, 4) it is possible to estimate the AL = 0 

contribution in the 00 spectrum. The contributions for all multipoles are plotted as 
a histogram in fig. 5. The isobaric analogue (IA) contribution in 51Cr (Fermi 
transition) occurs at an excitation energy 14) of 6.61 MeV and is indicated as such 
in fig. 5. Fig 6 is a histogram representing the observed maximum cross section for 
each multipole at their respective 0,,. It represents an estimation of the “V 
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MULTIPOLE CONTRIBUTIONS 

5’V (p.n) %r 

E, = 160 MeV 

* Measured u (0”) 

aAL= 

q AL=I 
q AL=2 

Excitation Energy (MeV) 

Fig. 5. Histogram representing 0” differential cross section characterized by AL = 0. AL = I and 
AL = 2 angular momentum transfers for the “V(p,n)“Cr reaction at E, = 160 MeV. 

nuclear response function to spin-isospin transfers characterized with the indicated 
angular momenta. 

This procedure permits an estimation of the total AL= 0 cross section observed 
in the 0” (p,n) spectrum, and may be compared with the method previously 
outlined. Except for the region between E, = 18-22 MeV, the two methods agree 
rather well. The second method is more sensitive to smaller AL = 0 contributions 
especially in the presence of large AL= 1 strength. An additional 6 yO AL = 0 was 
estimated up to 22 MeV excitation energy. No additional AL = 0 contributions are 
noted above this excitation energy, in agreement with similar analyses reported9) 
on 58*60Ni(p, n) s8*60Cu reactions. 

3.3. THE GT STRENGTH FUNCTION 

The AL = 0 contributions to the CP (p, n) spectra have been estimated in figs. 2 
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MAXIMUM CROSS SECTION 

(for each multipole) 

“V(p,n)%r 

E, = 160 MeV 

HAL=0 

bl5.0 - 
2 

NAL= I 

c5 
q AL=2 
mAL=3 

t: 10.0 
E 
0 

& 
VE 

b” 

5.0 

i0 2b 30 
Excitation Energy (Mel/) 

Fig. 6. Histogram representing maximum differential-cross-section values for the indicated multipole for 

the “V(~,II)~‘C~ reaction at F,, = I60 MeV. This histogram may be considered as the “V response 

function for spin-isospm transfers characterized by the indicated angular momentum. 

and 5. The g.s. of the nucleus ‘lV has a .I” = s-, T= $, Thus GT transition will 
excite states in ‘lCr with J” = $-, g-, e- and T = 3, 5, $ (T, = 3). The IA 
of slV(g.s.) in ‘lCr occurs at E, = 6.61 MeV; therefore GT states below 6.6 MeV 
are T = $ states. Stafes with T = $ should occur above 16 MeV excitation energy 

in ‘lCr [ref. ‘,)I. 
Below 1 MeV excitation, only the g.s. is excited via a GT transition. Above 1 

MeV several states may be excited and they appear as neutron groups in the 
spectrum. The present resolution is not adequate to separate individual 
contributions. The first positive-parity state in “Cr is reported 14) at E, = 2.763 
MeV (.I” = j) but only above 4 MeV excitation does the number of positive-parity 
states increases significantly. Only weak AL = 1 transfers are observed at this 
excitation energy in the present data in agreement with the above observation. 
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To obtain the GT strength function from the measured cross section we use the 
method indicated in refs. 16*17 ). The AL = 0 0” (p,n) cross section may be 

factorized : 

where p represents the relativistic reduced energy divided by c2 and k is the wave 
number; the index a = CT(T) represents either a CT (spin transfer) transition or a 
Fermi (F) transition; N,D is a distortion factor that can be calculated. J,(q) is the 
Fourier transform of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction. At 0 2 00 and 
Q Y 0, thus q z 0, the nuclear structure B(r,q) becomes the GT (1 = ar) strength, 
B(GT), or Fermi (a = r) strength, B(F). 

The “Cr fl- + “lV(g.s.) transition has a well-known lifetime i4) (‘I” = 
27.704kO.077 d) and a quoted log ft = 5.3893. This value may be used to obtain 
the B(GT) from 

(g,/gv)2B(GT) = (6163.4 f3.8 sec)/ft. 

The value 6163.4k3.8 set is obtained from ref. i8) while the value 
@,,/gv) = 1.250~0.009 is reported in ref. 19). A value B(GT) = 0.016f0.002 is 
obtained for this transition. 

With this value and the 0” cross section for the g.s. transition 
(a,,,,(O”) = 0.08 +0.02 mb,/sr), a value J,, = 160+ 16 MeV . fm’ is obtained for the 
empirical normalization of the measured cross section. It should be noted that a 
similar value J,, = 147+9 MeV. fm3 was obtained for the 42Ca(p, n)42Sc (0.61 
MeV) transition with a B(GT) = 2.66, value which is two orders of magnitude 
larger than the one for the “Cr /I- -+ 51V transition. In the present analysis we 
use J,, = 151 f 5 MeV . fm3, an average value obtained from several transition 4). 

Similarly the value4) .I, = 50+4 MeV fm3 is used to estimate the value 
a,,(P) = 3.1 mb/sr for the isobaric analog transition. As noted above this 
contribution occurs at E, = 6.61 MeV and it has to be subtracted from the AL = 0 

spectrum in order to obtain the GT strength function. The q-dependence of the 
normalization constant was calculated to estimate the “V GT response function, 
which is presented in fig. 7 as a shaded area. The estimated total GT strength 
corresponds to S, _ = 12.6 f 2.5 in units such that the free neutron has a GT strength, 
B(GT) = 3. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. SHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS 

In order to interpret the experimental results, shell-model calculations have been 
performed. In this section we present these calculations. 
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Gamow-Teller strength tn5’Ct 
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Fig. 7. Gamow-Teller streqtth in “Cr. The strength in energy bins of I MeV, xB(GT- ) = 
x(2Ji + 1 I- ‘I( I+, Tlk~-lO’ T)‘( is presented versus excitation energy in “Cr. The experimental B(GT - ) 

(integrated in I MeV bins). shaded area, is compared with shell-model calculations. 

Many of the low-lying levels of “V and “Cr are fairly well described with the 
simple (If;)’ ’ model space (model space A) ‘O). However, this basis is clearly not 
adequate for the calculation of the GT strength distribution because of the 
importance of the f; to f, transition. Ideally one would like to carry out a full basis 
fp (If;, If+, 2p,, 2p,) shell-model calculation for the A = 51 system. Even though it 
has recently become possible to carry out full basis sd-shell-model calculations for 
the sd-shell nuclei 21) [where the largest basis dimension is 6706 for 12 valence 
particles “‘)I, the full basis calculation for the fp shell (where the largest dimension 
is 81804784 for 20 valence particles) is still much too big for the present generation 
of computer codes (see table 1 for the A = 51 dimensions). The only model-space 
truncation which is at present practical allows for at most one particle to be excited 
from the f+ shell to the other fp-shell orbitals; the dimensions are at most several 
hundred in this case (table 1). We will refer to this as model space B. 
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TABLE 1 

Dimensions of the fp-shell wave functions 

Dimension J=$ J=; J=$ 

(f,,i)” (model space A) 

T=+ 5 6 6 
T=+ 1 1 1 

T=+ 0 0 0 

(f,,JL1 + (f,,P (f5,*. P~/~. P& (model spa= B) 

T=j 186 56 6 

T=+ 219 64 6 
T=$ 233 66 6 

T=j 
T=j 
7-Z) 

U,,2,f;,2, Pqz. Pd’ “1 

1526110 1815019 
194266 938626 
225241 263559 

1956196 
1003581 
278034 

“) Ref. “), 

The effective interaction appropriate for the model space B has recently been 
studied by van Hess and Glaudemansz3) for the nuclei in the region A = 52-55. 
Their interaction in fact gives reasonable agreement for the energy levels over the 
entire region A = 41-55 [ref. ‘“)I an we adopt the interaction given in table lc of d 
ref. 23) for our calculations. The theoretical and experimental excitation energies for 
some levels in 5’Cr and “V are compared in table 2. For 51Cr the agreement is 
not particularly impressive; however, it is not clear whether this is due to the 
interaction or the model-space truncation. The calculations were carried out with 
the shell-model code OXBASH 25). 

In a full-space calculation, the Gamow-Teller sum rule S(GT) = 
B(GT-)-B(GT+) = 3(N-Z) [ref. ‘(‘)I must be obtained. In terms of the isospins 
of the tinal states, this sum rule in our case is’ 

S(GT) = B(GT - ) - B(GT + ) 

= B(GT-, T=;)+B(GT--,T= ;)-ZOB(GT-, T=+ 15. 

The sum rule obtained in model space B is, in fact, 13.9 rather than 15. The reason 
for this is that the GT operator acting on the initial state can also go to a state 
with two particles excited into one of the f,, p1 or pt orbits and this state lies 
outside of model space B. Since we must make some truncation, it seems most 
consistent to restrict the ‘lV J = $ ground state to the (f;)” (model space A) , 

contiguration. Then the sum rule for the A + B type transitions is satisfied. A 

’ B(GT + ) = 2lB(GT-, T = $), from eq. (1). subsect. 4.2. 
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TABLE 2 

Comparison of some of the experimental and theoretical low-lying levels in the A = 51 systems (model 

space B) 

Nucleus T J n -4 (exp) 4 OhI 
WeV) WeV) 

5’Cr 

s’V 

s’Ti 

f 

t 
t 

1 
2 
1 

2 
1 

2 
1 
1 

2 
1 

2 
1 
2 

1.35 2.41 
2.00 2.51 

0.00 0.00 
1.56 2.85 
1.16 1.31 

2.11 3.01 
6.61 5.98 
0.32 0.35 

3.08 3.50 
0.00 0.00 

? 3.70 
1.81 1.93 

? 3.56 
? 8.61 

0.00 0.00 
? 1.98 

1.51 1.31 
2.14 2.16 
1.44 1.45 
2.69 3.20 
2.73 2.54 

? 3.04 

comparison of the summed GT strength for the B -+ B and A + B type transitions 
are shown in table 3. The remaining discussion will be concerned only with A + B 
calculations. 

The theoretical B(GT-) distribution is presented in fig. 7 where it is compared 
with the empirical results (shaded). The histograms have been obtained by 
summing over 1 MeV intervals. The centroids and widths of the experimental and 
theoretical spectra are in excellent agreement with each other. The integrated 
experimental strength of 12.6f2.5 is (63 + 13)x of the total theoretical strength of 
20.14. This quenching factor is consistent with the global quenching factor of about 
60% observed on a number of even-even targets in the region 
40 < A < 208 [ref.4)]. Within our model space there is essentially no GT strength 
above 20 MeV in excitation. This is consistent with the present multipole 
decomposition of the experimental strength above 20 MeV which shows AL = 1 
and AL = 2 transitions to be dominant in this region (fig. 5). 

The B(GT) value calculated for the ‘lCr ground-state to 51V ground-state 
transition is 0.0117. Given the smallness of this number it is in reasonable 
agreement with the P-decay experimental value of 0.016+0.002 (subsect. 3.3). 
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TABLE 3 

Distribution of 51V(Ji = i, q = 3) B(GT-) strength summed over final states 

(a) Calculation A -+ B 

Ii> = (f,;2) 
If> = (f,:*Y+(f,12)n-1 (f,iz,P3:2.P1:2) 

B(GT - ) Jf = j J, = 3 J, = 4 all JI 

T,=+ 4.34 5.09 7.03 16.46 
T,=j 0.88 1.32 1.24 3.44 
T,=< 0.108 0.080 0.057 0.245 

all T, 5.33 6.49 8.33 20.14 

S(GT) = B(GT - ) - B(GT + ) 3.06 4.81 7.13 15.00 

(b) Calculation B + B 

IO = (f,d+ (f7:2)n-1 U5f2, p3,2r pIiz) 

10 = (f,,2)n + (f,j*)n- ’ (f,;,, P3/2, PI/Z) 

B(GT - ) Jf = ; J, = 3 Jf = f all J, 

7; = ; 3.63 4.42 5.87 13.91 
7; = 5 
T,=, : 

0.80 1.12 I.14 3.06 
0.068 0.054 0.030 0.152 

all T, 4.50 5.59 7.04 17.12 

S(GT) = B(GT - ) - B(GT + ) 3.07 4.46 6.41 13.93 

(c) Calculation A + B with Towner-Khanna effective operator 

IO = G1d 
IO = v,i2)1+ (f,Q)n-’ (f5m P3,zr PI,*) 

B(GT- ) J, = $ J, = $ J, = 4 * all J, 

T,=j 2.88 3.35 4.65 10.88 
q-3 0.56 0.86 0.80 2.22 
Tf=; 0.069 0.051 0.036 0.157 
all T, 3.51 4.26 5.49 13.26 

S(GT) = B(GT - ) - B(GT + 3 2.06 3.19 4.73 9.96 

(d) The ratios (c)/(a) 

B(GT-) Jf = 3 J, = { J, = 3 all J, 

T,=j 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 
T, = 3 0.64 0.65 0.65 0.65 
T,=s 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.64 
all T, 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 

S(GT) = B(GT - ) - B(GT + ) 0.67 0.66 0.66 0.66 
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In fig. 8b the B(GT-) spectrum calculated in bins with 100 keV width is 
shown. The theoretical spectrum at this level has much structure. However. we 
should not expect this to agree in detail with experiment if available. Even though 
there are already 842 states within our model space, the states due to two-particle 
excitation from the f; orbital to the other fp orbitals should start to come in at 
around 8 MeV in excitation and mixing with these states will change the detailed 
structure of the spectrum. 

Also in fig. 8a, in addition to the B(GT-) sum to all T = 3, T = 3 and T = 3 

states, the separate theoretical strengths leading to the T = 3 (///) and T = 4 (\\\,) 
states are shown. It is clear that the T = 3 and T = 5 states cannot be isolated in 
the experimental (p,n) spectrum. However, the calculations indicate that above 
about 16 MeV the transitions to the T = 3 states are dominant. In particular, the 
strength in the 1617 MeV bin is theoretically 76% from the T = 5 states. The 
experimental strength in this bin is 0.9 compared to the theoretical strength of 1.3. 
Hence it seems that the quenching in the region of the T = 3 states is similar to 
the total quenching. This is particularly interesting with regard to the relatively very 
small strength observed to the analogs of these T = $ and T = $ states in a recent 
(e, e’) experiment ‘). These states are seen more clearly in the spectrum of (p, p’) 
with 200 MeV protons *) but the strength is still only about half of that seen in (p, p’) 
on the neighboring nuclei 50Ti and 52Cr [ref. “)I (see table 4). It is thus of interest 
to calculate directly the Ml excitations with the present wave functions. 

The B(M1) values were calculated using free nucleon g-factors. The Ml strength 
distribution for 51V is shown in fig. 8c summed over 100 keV bins. For comparison 
we have also calculated the Ml strength distribution for the neighboring even-even 
nucleus “Ti as shown in fig. 9c. The summed B(M1) values are given in table 4. In 
order to put the summed strengths into a more global perspective, table 4 contains 
a summary from the literature of the summed experimental Ml strengths for the 
Ca isotopes and the N = 28 isotones together with our calculations for these sums 
and with other calculations given in the literature based on other model-space 
assumptions. 

In order to compare these with the (p, p’) experiments, we have calculated the 
cross sections for 200 MeV protons at 4O. The calculations were carried out using 
the one-body matrix elements in model space A + B, in the following approximate 
fashion. First the cross section was calculated 28) with the simple lplh wave 
functions for the 1’ state in 48Ca using the microscopic DWIA with the code 
DWBA-70 [ref. lo)]. Optical-model’potential parameters 29) determined from 40Ca 
(p, p) data at 200 MeV and the unpublished nucleon-nucleon interaction 30) of Love 
and Franey (LF) were used. With the full LF interaction, the value a,,.(4”) = 15.2 
mb/sr was calculated, and with the isovector interaction only (i.e. with the isoscalar 
part in the LF interaction turned off) oP,.(4”) = 12.1 mb/sr. Next we did a simpler 
calculation similar to the Ml calculation but by adjusting the spin g-factors so as 
to reproduce these two cross-section values. Finally in this approximate fashion, 
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Fig. 8. Shell-model calculations for the s*V target (7; = 3). (a) The “V B(GT-) strength function 
summed over I MeV intervals versus E, in “Cr as calculated in the A + B model (see text). The top 
line gives the total contribution from all linal isospins. The area with (,///) is the T, = 7; contribution 

and the area with (i\\,) is the T, = T+ 1 contribution. (b) The “V B(GT-) strength summed over 0.1 
MeV intervals. (c) The “V B(M1) strength function summed over 0.1 MeV versus E, in “V in units of 

II,& (d) The “V strength function summed over 0.1 MeV versus E, in s’V. The values plotted are 
0.79B(p, p’) where B(p, p’) is the (p, p’) cross section in units of mb,/sr for 200 MeV protons at 4O. The 
factor 0.79 is introduced so that the numerical values of 0.79 B(p, p’) and B(M 1) are equal for ‘%a. (see 

text). 
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TABLE 4 

Comparison of experimental and theoretical (e, e’), Ml and (p, p’) summed strengths for the calcium 
isotopes and the N = 28 isotones 

Nucleus 
exP 

ZB(Ml)a) WP, P’) b, 

ref the) thd) th”) Pr‘) exP ref thC) th’) Qr’) 

%a 1*4(l) r) 0 Y86 0.0 0.44 m 0 0 
%a 1.2 h) 3.00 2.2 0.40 3.8 2.8 
‘Wa 2.1 x) 5.99 4.02 4.4 0.35 7.6 5.6 
%a 8.99 6.36 6.6 11.4 8.5 
48Ca 5.2 ‘) 11.98 8.96 8.8 0.43 15.2 11.3 

Wa 4.6(5) ‘) 11.98 8.96 8.8 0.38 3.6(3) ‘) 15.2 11.3 0.24 
s0Ti 3.4(4) ‘) 16.29 11.8 0.21 5.3(7) ‘) 17.5 13.0 0.30 
5’V <t ‘) 20.91 15.5 < 0.05 2.4(6) ‘) 19.0 14.1 0.13 
s2Cr 5.0(5) ‘) 20.59 14.7 0.24 5.3(7) ‘) 19.8 14.7 0.27 
s4Fe 6.3(6) ‘) 21.42 15.2 0.29 6.1(7) *) 18.7 13.8 0.33 

“) ZB(M1)T,&. 
b, The summed (p, p’) cross section in units of mb/sr at 4” (see text). 
‘) Present calculation which include only A -+ B type configurations (see text). 
d, Full fp calculation from ref. ‘r). 
‘) Present calculation with the Towner-Khanna effective operator and with the A + B type 

configurations (see text). 
‘) The quenching factor Qr is the ratio of the experimental value divided by theory’), except for 40Ca 

for which theory’) is used. 
8) Ref 3Q) 
‘) Rei3r): 

b, Ref. da) as quoted in table 1 of ref. 32). 
j) Ref. * ). k, Ref. “). ‘) Ref. 2). 

“) This Qr value is based on the calculation using the full (d3,z, 7,2 f )s model space with the interaction 
from ref. 37) [see also ref. “*)I. The theoretical value is Z&Ml) = 3.18 (CB(p, p’) = 0.89 mb/sr). 

we calculated using the effective spin g-factors obtained in the 48Ca case, the (p, p’) 
spectra for 51V and 50Ti (figs. 8 and 9) and the sums in table 4. The orbital g- 
factors were set to zero in these calculations. The “effective” spin g-factors were 
gP = 3.37 and gn = -4.31 wh ic h can be compared to the free-nucleon g-factors of 
gP = 5.586 and gn = -3.826. The approximations we make in this procedure are 
to ignore the spin-orbit and tensor type term ([Y* x u]“) in the LF interaction and 
to ignore the Q-value dependence in the DWIA calculation. We believe that these 
approximations are not serious in the qualitative type of comparisons we wish to 
make here, but should be taken into account in a more q~ntitative comparison. 

The calculated B(M1) and B(p, p’) spectra are shown in figs. 8 and 9. For the 
purpose of comparison, the values plotted are 0.79 B@, p’) where B@, p’) is the (p, p’) 

cross section in units of mb/sr for 200 MeV protons at 0 = 4”. The factor 0.79 is 
introduced so that the numerical values of 0.79B(p, p’) and B(M1) are equal for 
4sCa, which is a pure fS to fS neutron transition The difference between the BfMi) 
and 0.79B(p,p’) in other nuclei thus reflect the extent to which the transitions 
involved are different in nature from a pure fS to -f+ neutron transition. In our 
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Fig. 9. Same as fig. 8 except for the “Ti target (T = 3). Note the factor-of-two change in scale. 
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calculations the most important additions are the f* -+ f$ and f$ -+ f+ proton 
transitions. Between 8 and 13 MeV in excitation in 51V, the B(M1) spectrum is 
essentiahy identical to the B(p, p’) spectrum. 

The summed strengths given in table 4 are on the whole relatively consistent 
between the (e,e’), Ml and (p, p’) experiments with a typical quenching factor of 
Qf = 0.3 - 0.4. The largest deviation from this occurs for ‘lV where Qf < 0.05 for 
(e, e’) and Q, = 0.13 for (p, p’). 

The most likely reason why relatively little strength is observed in ‘IV is that the 
strength is spread over many states and that the background is comparatively 
large; this conclusion is in agreement with those of Bender et al. ‘). The effect of 
this fra~entation can be appreciated by comparing the calculated “Ti B(M1) 
spectrum (fig. 9) (which has relatively little fragmentation) with the experimental 
50Ti spectrum [fig. 1 in ref. “‘)I and then comparing these with the calculated (fig. 
8) and experimental [fig. 1 in ref. ‘)I ‘IV spectra. The peak to background is better 
in the “V(p, p’) data [fig. 2 in ref. “)I than in the (e,e’) data. However, the 
background in the (p, p’) data is still rather large compared to what has been 
achieved in more recent (p, p’) experiments2’), and it would be worthwhile to 
repeat the 51V experiment in order to confirm the small Qr value in this case. 

4.2. EFFECTS OF A TRUNCATED SHELL-MODEL SPACE 

Next we discuss the effects of going from the model A -+ B type calculation to a 
full fp-shell-model calculation. The type of effect that is important is the admixture 
of two quasiparticle f* states in the ground state. As mentioned above the full fp- 
shell-model calculation is, in general, impossible to carry out. However, for the Ca 
isotopes, the full basis is tractible (for 48Ca the basis dimensions are 347 and 880 
for the T = 4 O+ and l+ states, respectively) and the Ml strenghts in the full basis 
have been calculated by McGrory and Wildenthal 32). Their summed Ml strengths 
are given in table 4 and compared to the A + B calculations. The ratio R (the sum 
in the full-basis calculation divided by the A + B calculation) varies monotonically 
from 0.62 to 0.75 on going from 42Ca to 48Ca. 

In order to get an estimate of this ratio for the N = 28 nuclei, we can study the 
analogous situation for the N = 14 isotones in the sd shell going from 220 to 28Si. 
The analogy is that 220 is the nominal d, neutron shell closure whereas 48Ca is 
the nominal fg neutron shell closure and 28Si is the nominal d, proton+neutron 
shell closure whereas 56Ni is the nominal f; proton+neutron shell closure. The 
summed GT strengths calculated in the A --) B model and in the full sd-shell-model 
basis are given in table 5. The quantities B(GT) given in the table are defined by 

’ > 1 
2 

’ M(GT) , 
-c&,-l) -1 T,, 

(la) 

B(GT0) F 
[( 

T,T 
21 

; ; 
=, > 1 

2 

M(GV , (lb) 
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TABLE 5 

351 

Comparison of the summed GT strengths for the A -f B type transitions compared to the full-space 

calculation for the h’ = 14 isotones in the sd shell’) 

Nucleus 

Initial Final B(GT) R(GT) “) 

Z 27 21: 27 27: full. A + B 

=0 8 6 -6 X+6+4 -4 B(GT - ) 18.00 

8+6 -6 E(GT0) 2.60 

8 -8 B(GT + ) 0 

23F 9 5 -5 l-+5+3 -3 B(GT - ) IS.43 

7+5 -5 B(GT0) 4.03 
7 -7 B(GT + ) 0.43 

24Ne 10 4 -4 6+4+2 -2 B(GT - ) 
6+4 -4 B(GT0) 
6 -6 B(GT + ) 

*‘Na 11 3 -3 5+3+1 

5+3 
5 

26U . s I2 2 -2 4+2+0 
4+2 
4 

‘:*I 13 1 -I 3+l 

3+1 
3 

*“Si 14 0 0 2 
2 
2 

-1 
-3 
-5 

0 
-2 
-4 

I 
-1 
-3 

2 
0 

-2 

1.00 
0.54 

B(GT - ) 
B(GT0) 
B(GT + ) 

12.51 
3.22 
0.51 

‘) 

18.00 
4.80 

0 

16.60 

6.83 

1.60 

15.20 
1.25 
3.20 

0.93 

0.59 
0.28 

0.82 
0.44 
0.16 

B(GT - ) 7.18 12.40 0.63 
B(GT0) 4.08 10.14 0.40 
B(GT + ) 1.78 6.40 0.28 

B(GT - ) 
B(GT0) 

B(GT + ) 

‘) 

B(GT - ) 3.89 9.60 0.40 
B(GT0) 3.89 9.60 0.40 
B(GT-k ) 3.89 9.60 0.40 

The B(GT) sum rule is S(GT) = B(GT- )- B(GT+ ) = 3(h’ - Z). 
“) Refs. z’.J’), 

“) The full calculation divided by the A + B calculation. 
‘) Not calculated. 

T 1 & 

> 1 
2 

B(GT+) = 
-(T,,+l) 1 K, M(GT) ’ 

(lc) 

where M(GT) are the reduced matrix elements of the 0’~ operator which are 
independent of T, and the parenthesis is just the 3j symbol. B(GT0) would be 
proportional to the (p, p’) strength if the operator were purely UT. In practice, 
B(GT0) is closely proportional to the calculated Ml and p, p’ strengths since the 
operators for these transitions are dominated by the crz component. 

From table 5, we find that the ratio R(GT-) (the sum in the full basis 
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calculation divided by the A + B calculation) decreases monotonically from 1.00 to 
0.40 on going from 220 to 28Si. In contrast, the ratio R(GT0) is more constant as 
a function of proton number going from 0.54 in 220 to 0.40 in “Si. The R(GT+) 
ratios deviate the most from unity being as small as 0.16 for 24Ne. (It is thus 
interesting to study these states in the (n, p) type reactions in order to learn about 
ground-state correlations.) The ratios for all three operators (GT+, GTO and 
GT-), of course, converge to the same value of 0.40 in 28Si. 

Assuming that the fp-shell calculation behaves in the same way as the sd-shell 
calculation, we can now estimate the quenching factors Qr, relative to the “full” fp- 
shell calculation. A straightforward way to do this is to define a new quenching 
factor Qr relative to the original quenching factor Qr by 

&r = Qr/( 1 +F[R(GT, N = 14)- I]}, 

where 

F = 1 - R(GT0, 48Ca) 

I- R(GT0, 220) 
= 0.55. 

F takes into account the general difference between the N = 14 and N = 28 
calculations as based on the value of R(GT0, 220) from table 5 and the ratio 

R(GT0, 48Ca) = B(GT0, McGrory-Wildenthal)/B(GTO, A + B) = 0.75 

from the 48Ca calculations given in table 4. 
Thus, for B(GT-) in ‘lV we have 

Q,(GT-, ‘IV) = 0.63/[1 +0.55X (0.82-l)] = 0.70+0.14, 

where 0.63 was the original quenching factor of experiment relative to the A -+ B 
calculation and 0.82 was taken from R(GT-, 24Ne) in table 5. For the M 1 and 
(p, p’) quenching factors we have 

&,(M 1, N = 28) = 0.3/[ 1 + 0.55 x (0.4 - 1 )] = 0.45, 

where 0.3 is a typical value of Qr from table 4 and 0.4 is a typical value of R(GT0) 
from table 5. 

Finally, we can compare these empirical quenching factors with those recently 
calculated by Towner and Khanna (TK)j3). The TK calculations include the 
effects of higher-order configuration mixing beyond the Oho fp-shell-model 
calculation, isobar currents (i.e. isobar-particle nucleon-hole admixtures), mesonic 
exchange currents, and the relativistic corrections. We have used their effective 
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operators for the f+ - f+ f+ - f,, and f+ - ft transitions in A = 41 [refs. 33*45)] to calculate 

&(TK) for the Ml and GT transitions. It turns out that &(TK) for the summed 
strength is the same within a few percent. See table 3d and ratio of values in 
columns “the)” and “th’)” in table 4. The specific values quoted below are for 
48Ca. 

The TK result of &,(GT,TK) z 0.66 for the GT quenching is in good agreement 
with our value of 0.70+0.14 for “V. 

The GT strength distribution obtained from the 48Ca(p, n)48Sc reaction has been 
reported 35) and has been the subject of several papers42-44). However, the value 
of the total GT strength normalized to /I-decay measurements has not been 
reported. We have measured a spectrum at 6, = 0” and E, = 160 MeV for the 
48Ca(p,n)48Sc reaction under similar conditions to the one described in sect. 1. 
The non AL = 0 contributions for the “V(p, n)s’Cr spectrum at 0 = 0” were used 
to estimate the AL = 0 cross section at 8 = 0” for the 48Ca(p, n)48Sc reaction. The 
empirical non AL = 0 shape and energy distribution is rather similar to the 
microscopic calculation for these contributions reported by Osterfeld 42). We 
obtain a value B(GT-) = 1.8 f0.4 for the I+ transition to the 2.52 MeV state in 
48Sc and B(GT - ) = 0.7kO.2 for the 1 + transition to the 16.8 MeV (T = 4) state 
in 48Sc. A sum strength xB(GT- ) = 14+3 is estimated assuming a linear 
background that increases with excitation energy [see e.g. fig. 2 in ref. “)I ; a value 
CB(GT-) = 171: is obtained with the “V(p, n) non AL = 0 background shape. 
This gives a or (GT-) = 0.71 lt$yg for 48Ca in good agreement with the Q, value 
deduced for the 51 V case. 

The TK result of &Ml, TK) = 0.73 obtained for all of the nuclei under 
consideration is larger than the empirical value of 0.45 arrived at above. 
&,(Ml,TK) is larger than Q,(GT,TK) mainly because of the n-meson and pair- 
diagram mesonic exchange currents which enhance the Ml (vector) matrix element 
relative to the GT (axial vector operator) matrix elements 33). This difference 
&Ml) > &,(GT) has b een observed in a comparison of the sd-shell Ml data 
(from magnetic moments and Ml transitions) and GT data (from P-decay) to the 
sd-shell-model calculations 34). The reason why the empirical value &Ml) seems 
to be smaller than Qr(GT) for fp-shell nuclei could be because part of the strength 
has been missed in the (e, e’) and (p. p’) experiments. 

The nucleus “Ca is the best case both from experimental and theoretical 
points of view. In terms of missing experimental Ml strength it is best since the 
(e, e’) and (p, p’) spectra are dominated by a single state at 10.23 MeV. Eulenberg 
et al. 31) report that the total Ml strength obtained in inelastic electron scattering 
experiments is CB(Ml)f = 4.6f0.5~; in the region of E, - 7-12 MeV. It is also 
pointed out that at most a strength of l& could still be present in states that could 
not yet unambiguously be identified as l+ states. McGrory and Wildenthal 32) in 
their full fp calculation report a value B(M1) = 8.58~; in the same region of 
excitation ; this yields &Ml) = (4.6f0.05)/8.58 = 0.54kO.05, but as noted 
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above3’) a high value &Ml) = (4.6+ 1)/8.58 = 0.65 is also possible. This high 
value is close to the TK prediction. From the theoretical point of view 48Ca is a 
good case since the full fp-shell-model calculation has been carried out. However, 
unlike the total GT strength which is independent of the fp-shell truncation for 
4*Ca the Ml strength is sensitive to ground state correlations. It would be 
impottant to examine the uncertainties which may exist in the fp-shell-model 
calculation and perhaps to take into account the fact that 4BCa is not a perfect 
closed shell for protons 36). 

5. Summary and conclusions 

The S’V(p,n)slCr reaction at E, = 160 MeV has been used to identify Gamow- 
Teller transitions and to deduce the GT strength distribution. Strength for other 
multipoles are also estimated. Shell-model calculations of the CT strength done in 
a truncated model space agree very well with the observed GT strength 
distribution. The integrated experimental strength of 12.6+ 2.5 is (63 f 13) % of the 
total theoretical strength of 20.14. This quenching factor Qf = 0.63 is consistent 
with previously reported4) quenching factors. @Ml) values were calculated from 
these wave functions using free nucleon g-factors. The summed Ml strength for 
‘iV,xB(Ml) = 20.19~; is in disagreement with the experimental (e,e’) 
value < 1~; reported in ref. ’ ). We agree with the conclusion of Bender et al. ’ ) that 
the strength may be spread over many states and that the background is large. A 
similar comparison is done with results obtained from the “V(p, p’) experiment 
reported in ref. 27). We estimate that only about 13 y0 of the calculated strength has 
been accounted, probably due to fragmentation of the strength. 

In order to put the obtained summed strengths into a more global perspective, 
data from the literature is presented for the Ca isotopes and the N = 28 isotones 
(table 4). 

The effects of the truncated shell-model space are estimated and it is found that 
the quenching factor increases to &(GT -, “V) = 0.70f0.14. The analysis of the 
total GT strength observed in the 48Ca(p,n)48Sc reaction gives a value 
(Z,(GT-, 4sCa) = 0.71 Zy:& in good agreement with the above ‘IV quenching 
factor. 

The effective operators used by Towner and Khanna 33) are used to calculate 
quenching factors. The TK calculations include the effects of higher-order 
configuration mixing beyond the Oho fp-shell-model calculation, isobar currents, 
mesonic exchange currents and relativistic corrections. The TK result of 
Qr(GT,TK) =; 0.66 for the GT quenching is in good agreement with empirical 
results. It is expected that &Ml) > Q,(GT), mainly because of the a-meson and 
pairdiagram mesonic exchange currents. This is observed in the TK calculations 
for the nuclei under consideration and also has been observed in a comparison in 
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sd-shell nuclei 34). This is not the case for the fp-shell nuclei studied in this paper 
and it could be because part of the strength has been missed in the (e, e’) and (p, p’) 
experiments. 
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